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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. Item 2 concerns sections of the Code that will be affected by the adoption of the Memphis 3.0 General Plan.
For instance, Sub-Section 1.9A references various small area and subject matter-specific plans that are taken
into consideration in making land use decisions under the Code. With the adoption of Memphis 3.0, this list can
be updated, but more importantly, a reference to the Tennessee law that mandates consistency between
municipal planning and zoning activities is added which will require all zoning map amendment, planned
development, special use permit, conditional use permit and other zoning decisions to be made consistent with
Memphis 3.0. Although Tennessee law specifically exempts variances from being consistent with general
plans, this proposal would allow a variance applicant to “opt into” Memphis 3.0 if the variance is consistent
with Memphis 3.0 but not the zoning map. This would further encourage and promote consistency with the
Memphis 3.0 General Plan. Language is also added to Sub-Section 4.10.2K as an objective for planned
developments, which represent variances to the Code.
2. Item 4 will require the issuance of a Special Use Permit for a campgrounds and RV parks in the commercial
areas of town; under the current Code, these are permitted by right.
3. Item 6 addresses beer gardens and the potential noise pollution and traffic impacts of these outdoor
establishments and where they may be located.
4. Item 8 adds a required separation between outdoor shooting ranges and single-family homes.
5. Item 9 deals with gas stations and vehicle car washes, with a proposed prohibition of the use of the latter for
tire sales and other non-gas station related sales.
6. Item 17 would make landscaping on President’s Island optional given its unique sandy soil and heavy industrial
nature.
7. Item 24 amends the number of cars permitted to be stored at auto repair shops, as well as the period of storage.
8. Item 28 will prohibit new billboards from being established if there is an accessory use, such as parking, that
serves an adjoining property.
9. All other items concern spelling, grammar and other minor amendments that are explained in greater detail in
the staff report. All changes are reflected in green highlights in context in the complete UDC here.
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Proposed language is indicated in bold, underline; deleted language is indicated in strikethrough.
1. 1.7C: Misspelling
The following word is misspelled in this section of the Code:
This development code shall not interfere with and does not supersede supercede
any regulations or guidelines of the Memphis and Shelby County Building Code.
2. 1.9A, 4.10.2K, 5.2.1, 5.2.6A, 5.2.7B, 9.7.3A(1)(c), 9.7.3B(1)(c), 9.7.4A(1)(b), 9.7.6G(2),
9.22.6, 12.3.1: Consistency with Memphis 3.0 and references to the Major Road Plan
The adoption of the Memphis 3.0 General Plan is scheduled to be heard by the Land Use
Control Board on the same date as this Zoning Text Amendment. As such, there are several
sections of the Unified Development Code that need to reflect two primary aspects of
Memphis 3.0: consistency and its Major Road Plan.
Consistency. In 2010, the Tennessee General Assembly passed Public Acts Chapter 648
(SB2576/HB2709), which required the state’s municipal subunits to adhere to General Plans
that they have adopted when they review all land use decisions except for variance
requests. This is codified into the Tennessee Code as TCA 13-4-202(b)(2)(B)(iii). With this
legislation, Tennessee joins many other states that require consistency between planning
and zoning (however, Tennessee law does not mandate the adoption of a General Plan, so
it remains known as a unitary state where its comprehensive zoning map can act as a
comprehensive plan).
TCA Sec. 13-4-202(b)(2)(B)(iii): Prior to the adoption of the general plan or
amendment of the general plan, a legislative body shall hold a public hearing
thereon, the time and place of which shall be published in a newspaper of general
circulation in the municipality at least thirty (30) days prior to the legislative body's
meeting in which the adoption or amendment is to be first considered. After the
adoption of the general plan by a legislative body, any land use decisions
thereafter made by that legislative body, the respective planning commission
or board of zoning appeals when the board of zoning appeals is exercising its
powers on matters other than variances, must be consistent with the plan. The
general plan may be adopted as an element of the jurisdiction's growth plan through
the process established in title 6, chapter 58, but if the general plan is not adopted
as part of the growth plan, it nevertheless cannot be inconsistent with the growth
plan or the intent of title 6, chapter 58 (emphasis added).
With the eminent adoption of Memphis 3.0, the first General, or comprehensive, Plan for the
city since the relatively new Land Use Control Board and subsequently Memphis City
Council and Shelby County Board of Commissioners adopted the Memphis 2000 Policy Plan
in 1981, Memphis and Shelby County will have a General Plan that will, in part, be used to
guide land use decisions. The language below essentially copies the language of TCA 134-202(b)(2)(B)(iii) into the section of the Code currently entitled “Plans to be considered.”
Although variances are specifically exempted by this section of the TCA, the language
proposed below will allow individuals requesting a variance to “opt into” consistency with
Memphis 3.0. To that end, the language also provides a legislatively-determined practical
difficulty for the purpose of the review of variances for proposals that are consistent with
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Memphis 3.0 but not with the official zoning map. Finally, this proposal will delete the current
list of neighborhood-level plans that are replaced by the District Plans for Memphis 3.0.
1.9 CONSISTENCY WITH MEMPHIS 3.0 AND OTHER PLANS TO BE
CONSIDERED
A. Pursuant to TCA 13-4-202(b)(2)(B)(iii), all land use decisions made by the
Land Use Control Board, Memphis City Council and Board of Adjustment on
matters other than variances shall be consistent with the Memphis 3.0 General
Plan. However, applicants for variances may opt into consistency with the
Memphis 3.0 General Plan. With regard to variance requests consistent with
the Memphis 3.0 General Plan but inconsistent with the Zoning Map (see
Chapter 2.4), such inconsistency shall be considered a practical difficulty for
the purposes of Section 9.22.6.
B. The following plans shall be considered in any decisions under this development
code…
1. Bicentennial Plan;
2. Community Redevelopment Plan for the University Neighborhood
Development Corporation/Highland Row Area;
3. Community Redevelopment Plan for the Uptown Area;
4. Downtown Streetscape Master Plan;
5. Eastview Area Redevelopment Plan;
6. Frayser (Futures) District Plan;
7. Glenview Area Plan;
8. Grays Creek Area Plan;
9. 2000 Main Street Master Plan;
10. MPO Long Range Transportation Plan;
11. MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan;
12. Medical Center Area Plan;
13. Midtown Corridor East/Binghampton Plan;
14. Mud Island Report;
15. Normal Station Area Plan;
16. Rozelle Annesdale Neighborhood Plan;
17. Shelby County Greenway Plan;
18. South Central Business Improvement District Area Plan;
19. South Forum “SoFo” Redevelopment Plan;
20. South Memphis District Plan;
21. Uptown Redevelopment Plan;
22. University District Comprehensive Plan;
23. Victorian Village Redevelopment Plan;
24. Vollintine-Evergreen Plan;
25. Whitehaven District Plan;
26. Winchester Park Area Study; and
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27. Any other plans approved by the Memphis City Council and the Shelby
County Board of Commissioners.
9.22.6A (1): Unusual characteristics of the property. The property is unusual in that it
exhibits at least one of the following exceptional physical features as compared to
other properties located in the same zoning district: exceptional topographic
conditions, exceptional narrowness, exceptional shallowness, exceptional shape or
any other extraordinary and exceptional situation or condition such as consistency
with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan but inconsistency with the Zoning Map (see
Sub-Section 1.9A);
9.22.6B(1): In addition to the findings established for other variances in Sub-Section
A, the Board of Adjustment shall also find that none of the uses permitted on the
property are practical due to either the unusual characteristic found to apply in SubSection A, Paragraph 1, or to any physical improvements made upon the property.
This Paragraph shall not apply to proposals consistent with the Memphis 3.0
General Plan (see Sub-Section 1.9A).
9.22.6B(3): Use Variances and Special Use Permits. No use variance may be
requested for any use that requires the issuance of a Special Use Permit by the
appropriate legislative body in the zoning district of the subject property, except for
the expansion, modification or legitimization of uses established, structures built or
sites developed prior to the effective date of this Code (January 1, 2011). See
Article 2 for uses requiring Special Use Permits. This Paragraph shall not apply to
proposals consistent with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan (see Sub-Section
1.9A).
Since Planned Developments also represent the review of variances from the provisions of
the Code, language is also proposed to be added to the “Applicability” section of Planned
Developments in Section 4.10.2 by adding a new objective:
4.10.2K (new section): Consistency with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan.
Major Road Plan. The Major Road Plan for the City of Memphis has not been updated in
several decades. Due to this, the reference to the Major Road Plan was substituted for the
Long Range Transportation Plan of the Metropolitan Planning Organization with the adoption
of the Unified Development Code in 2010. The purpose of the Code codifying any sort of
road plan is to, in part, guarantee certain dedications and improvements along those road
adjacent to proposed developments that require certain zoning entitlements. However, the
Long Range Transportation Plan does not contain all future alignments and proposed road
widths like a Major Road Plan does. Now that Memphis 3.0 has a Major Road Plan
component, all references to the Long Range Transportation Plan in sections of the Code
dealing with roadway improvements and alignments may now be amended to references to
the Major Road Plan. However, references to the Long Range Transportation Plan found in
sections of the Code mandating that certain land uses be located along major roadways
shall remain because the Major Road Plan does not identify the two-tiered system of
collectors and arterials; it contains a much more refined system that does not easily translate
to these two terms. For example, many streets identified as boulevards in the Major Road
Plan are identified as arterials under the Long Range Transportation Plan, but some are
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minor streets. Automatically changing arterials to boulevards in the UDC could result in
certain land uses, such as gas stations, to be permitted at intersections that would be
inappropriate. So, the following sections of the Code will still reference the Long Range
Transportation Plan: 2.6.2D(6), 2.6.3J(1)(f), 2.6.4D(2)(o), 2.7.4C(2)(d), 3.6.3A(2), 3.8.6A(7),
4.4.2C, 4.9.6E(2)(h)(i), 6.1.3A(9) and 8.5.3A. On a final matter, since the Major Road Plan of
the Memphis 3.0 General Plan does not cover roadways outside of the city limits, references
to the Long Range Transportation Plan will co-exist with references to the Major Road Plan
in most of the following amended sections:
5.2.1: All roadways within the City of Memphis shown on the or MPO Long Range
Transportation Plan shall be dedicated and improved in accordance with the
requirements of the Major Road Plan adopted plans. All roadways within
unincorporated Shelby County shall be dedicated and improved in accordance
with the requirements of the MPO Long Range Transportation Plan. All other
streets shall be dedicated and improved in accordance with this development code.
5.2.6A: Street alignments within the City of Memphis shall conform to the
alignments shown in the Major Road Plan. Street alignments within
unincorporated Shelby County shall conform to the alignments shown in the
MPO Long Range Transportation Plan.
5.2.7B: Dimensional requirements for arterials within unincorporated Shelby
County are listed in the MPO Long Range Transportation Plan. Please consult the
City of Memphis Complete Streets Project Delivery Manual for dimensional
requirements for arterials within the City of Memphis.
9.7.3A(1)(c): Each tract has reserved right-of-way in accordance with the Major
Road Plan or MPO Long Range Transportation Plan, provided such reservation
shall be limited to a period of ten years; and
9.7.3B(1)(c): Each tract has reserved right-of-way in accordance with the Major
Road Plan or MPO Long Range Transportation Plan, provided such reservation
shall be limited to a period of ten years; and
9.7.4A(1)(b): Conforms to the Major Road Plan or MPO Long Range Transportation Plan.
9.7.6G(2): The plan conforms to the Major Road Plan or MPO Long Range
Transportation Plan;
In addition, a new definition is required in the definition section of the Code:
12.3.1: MAJOR ROAD PLAN: The major road plan component of the Memphis
3.0 General Plan.
3. 2.2.3C, etc.: Live/work units
Live work units, which allow both limited commercial and office uses in a residential dwelling
unit, is sometimes referred to as “live/work;” other times as “live-work.” The former is used
18 times in the Code; the latter is used seven time. This proposal would change the latter
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(“live-work”) to the former (“live/work”). These seven sections are: 2.2.3C, 2.5.2, 2.9.2A,
3.8.6B(1)(a), 4.5.3B, 8.3.11, and 8.4.7.
4. 2.5.2: Campgrounds, travel trailer parks and RV parks
The use table of the Code in Section 2.5.2 allows outdoor recreation uses as a matter of
right in the CMU-3 (commercial), EMP (light industrial) and IH (heavy industrial) zoning
districts. Sub-Section 2.9.4D details the specific uses that fall under the “outdoor recreation”
category, which includes drive-in theaters, stadia and other uses that are appropriate in
these zoning districts. However, campgrounds, travel trailer parks and RV parks are also
listed as outdoor recreation. These are not campgrounds, etc., affiliated with state parks
such as those at Shelby Forest, but standalone, privately-run campgrounds, which can be
similar in nature to mobile home parks. While these may be acceptable in the industrial
districts, this proposal would require the issuance of a Special Use Permit to locate these in
the CMU-3 commercial zoning district. This would put this use in line with motor home parks
and prevent the ability for many shopping centers in town to convert to travel trailer and RV
parks as a matter of right without public notice. A new use in Section 2.5.2 entitled
“Campground, travel trailer park, recreational vehicle park” would be inserted in the
“Outdoor Recreation” category and contain the symbol for a Special Use Permit (“□”) in the
districts in which that is currently required (the “FW” and “CMU-2” districts), but also the
CMU-3 district. The “by right” symbol (“■”) would be inserted in the EMP and IH districts in
line with the current code.
5. 2.5.2: Medical Labs
The use chart allows pharmacies, medical offices other related medical uses in the IH,
Heavy Industrial, district but not medical and dental labs. This proposal would allow this use
in the IH zoning district.
6. 2.5.2, 2.6.3T (new section), 7.2.1C(2), 7.2.2C(4) (new section), 7.2.5C(4) (new section),
7.2.6C(2), 7.2.7C(2), 7.3.11, 8.3.11, 8.4.7 and 12.3.1: Beer gardens
In at least two instances, Railgarten at Central and Cooper and Loflin Yard at Carolina and
Florida, the introduction of beer gardens into a neighborhood has presented challenges.
These are largely related to noise, traffic and parking. The proposal below would limit the
instances in which such a use could be initiated by right and instead require the issuance of
a Conditional Use Permit by the Board of Adjustment after a public hearing in the lower
intensity commercial zoning districts that are typically in close proximity to residential
neighborhoods (the “CMU-1” and “CMU-2” districts) and the CMP zoning districts. On the
other hand, beer gardens would henceforth be permitted “by right” in the Sports and
Entertainment, South Downtown Business Park, Commercial Gateway and CBD zoning
districts downtown and the higher-intensity commercial (“CMU-3”) and industrial zoning
districts (“EMP” and “IH”). This change will be memorialized in not only the main use table for
the UDC, Section 2.5.2, but also the use tables for the Uptown Special Purpose District
(Section 7.3.11), the University District Overlay (Section 8.3.11), the Midtown District Overlay
(Section 8.4.7) and within the permitted use sections of the SCBID Special Purpose District
(Paragraphs 7.2.1C(2), 7.2.2C(4) (new section), 7.2.5C(4) (new section), 7.2.6C(2) and
7.2.7C(2)).
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For all beer gardens, and importantly for those that are “by right,” a new Sub-Section 2.6.3T
will be added to the use standards section of the UDC to create the following regulations for
beer gardens:
2.6.3T: Beer Gardens (new section)
Beer gardens within 500 feet of any residential dwelling unit, as measured
from the property line of the beer garden to the property line of the residential
dwelling unit, shall have no amplified live music. Acoustic music, defined as a
live musical act with no amplification, is permitted only during the hours of
9AM-10PM from Sunday to Thursday and 9AM-midnight Friday and Saturday.
If a particular beer garden outside of one of the zoning districts that permit them by right
needs relief from one of the use standards above, such a request may be processed by
converting its Conditional Use Permit application to a variance application, which could
address both the use and the relief. However, if a beer garden would ordinarily need a
Special Use Permit in its zoning district to operate as a bar, it would require a Special Use
Permit. This is outlined in the proposed definition of “beer garden” below. The 10,000square foot exemption will allow establishments such as Second Line, Ecco on Overton Park
and other restaurants with relatively small patios to continue without the need to obtain any
zoning entitlement.
12.3.1: BEER GARDEN: Any restaurant, bar, tavern, cocktail lounge or
nightclub where the area of the outdoor space serving the establishment
exceeds the area of the enclosed space serving the establishment. For the
purpose of this definition, outdoor space serving the establishment includes,
but is not limited to, the following: outdoor seating area, patio, deck,
amphitheater, stage, entertainment area or any other area that is fencing or
cleared of vegetation. Restaurants, bars, taverns, cocktail lounges or
nightclubs with a combined indoor and outdoor area of less than 10,000
square feet in size shall not be considered beer gardens. Bars, taverns,
cocktail lounges or nightclubs that are defined herein as beer gardens and
permitted by Special Use Permit by this Code shall require the issuance of a
Special Use Permit. All others shall require the issuance of a Conditional Use
Permit.
7. 2.6.2B(2): Day cares
The Use Table in Section 2.5.2 allows small day cares (“group day care homes,” which
serve 5-12 children) and large day cares (“drop-in child care centers,” which serve more than
15 children) in the EMP zoning district, but not medium-sized day cares (“child care centers,”
which serve more than 13 children). This proposal would allow the medium-sized day cares
in the EMP district, which is consistent with the 1981 zoning code that predated the UDC.
Section 2.6.2B(2) of the Code requires day cares of 8-12 students to be on major roads or
minor roads within 150 feet of a major road so as to prevent these businesses from
impacting the quiet enjoyment of residential neighborhoods to any great degree. In 2014, the
threshold for day cares to obtain a Special Use Permit from either the Memphis City Council
or Shelby County Board of Commissioners was reduced from 8 students to 5 students,
which was reflected in the use table of Section 2.5.2 but not this section. This proposal
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matches this section with the use table and the changes made to the Code in 2014 by
changing the title of Paragraph 2.6.2B(2) in the following way:
Group Day Care Homes of 5 8-12 persons
8. 2.6.3E(3) (new section): Use standards for outdoor shooting ranges
Currently, outdoor shooting ranges are permitted as a matter of right in three zoning districts:
CMU-3, commercial; EMP, light industrial and IH, heavy industrial. Some of these zoning
districts, particularly the CMU-3 and EMP districts, are in close proximity to single-family
homes. This became evident with the recent opening of an outdoor shooting range on
Weaver near the state line. The map below shows all EMP zoning areas in the City of
Memphis and unincorporated Shelby County in blue below; the Weaver property is at the
extreme bottom left of the map.

Zooming into the property at 5601 Weaver Road, the map below shows the distance
between the location of the outdoor shooting ranges on the site to surrounding homesites.
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The shooting range is about 1860 feet from the nearest home, as measured from the
shooting range to the building footprint of nearby homes. However, due to the fact that
outdoor shooting ranges often do not have permanent structures for which building permits
are required, it is difficult to measure from the outdoor shooting range itself. It is therefore
recommended that any required distance between these ranges and homes be measured
from property line to property line. The map below measures the distances from the property
line of the outdoor shooting range on Weaver to the property lines of the nearest homes.
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To effectuate distance standards between outdoor shooting ranges and homes, a new
Paragraph 2.6.3E(3) should be added to the section of the Code that contains use standards
for outdoor recreation, as outdoor shooting ranges are classified as a type of outdoor
recreation:
Outdoor shooting ranges shall be located a minimum of 1000 feet from
adjacent single-family residences, as measured from the property line of the
outdoor shooting range to the property line of the single-family residence.
9. 2.6.3J(2)(a), 2.6.3J(3)(g) (new section), 2.6.3P(4) (new section), 3.2.9E(14) (new section)
and 2.5.2: Gas stations and car washes
Item 2.6.3J(2)(a) of the Code allows gas station canopies to located in the front yard of a lot,
provided they are set back at least ten feet from the right-of-way. However, this section does
not explicitly state such and questions have arisen on whether it or Paragraph 2.7.2A(3),
which prohibits accessory structures in front yards, control. The following language will
address this:
2.6.3J(2)(a): Fuel canopies may be located within the required front yard of a
lot. The canopy shall be located no closer than 10 feet to any side or rear property
line or right-of-way. This Item shall not be construed to supersede the landscaping
and streetscape provisions of Article 4.
3.2.9E(14) (new section):
Gas Station Fuel Canopies
See Item 2.6.3J(2)(a).
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On a matter unrelated to fuel canopies, the reuse of car wash facilities of gas stations into
secondary businesses, particularly tire stores, has increasingly become an issue. The
language below would explicitly prohibit this practice:
2.6.3J(3)(g) (new section): The car wash may not be utilized for any accessory
uses not customary and incidental to convenience stores with gasoline sales,
such as tire sales.
In 2013, the Memphis City Council and Shelby County Board of Commissioners approved
ZTA 12-002, which in part required that all new gas stations be located at major
intersections (two arterial streets, two collector streets or a combination of both) given the
vehicular traffic impact a gas station can have on a residential street. The same traffic
impact can also apply to standalone car washes, which are classified in Sub-Section 2.9.4J
as a type of “vehicle service.” Use standards for vehicle service establishments are found in
Sub-Section 2.6.3P. The proposal below would require standalone car washes to be at
major intersections, as is currently the rule for gas stations.
2.6.3P(4) (new section): Provisions Related Specifically to Full- or Self-Service
Vehicle Wash Establishments
Any vehicle wash establishment constructed on or after January 1,
2019, shall adhere to the locational requirements for convenience
stores with gas pumps as articulated in Item 2.6.3J(1)(f). Any vehicle
wash establishment constructed before January 1, 2019, that does not
meet this provision shall be not be considered nonconforming and may
be expanded or modified in accordance with this Code.
10. 2.7.2, 2.7.3, 2,6,1G(3) and 2.9.2A: Accessory structures and dwelling units
The first sentence of this section, which deals with the rules and regulations of all accessory
structures, states that it does not apply to accessory dwelling units, those accessory
structures that contain living, kitchen, bathing and bedroom facilities. However, the
accessory dwelling unit section of the Code, Section 2.7.3, do not contain crucial regulations
such as setbacks, prohibition of placement in the front yard, etc. This problem is corrected
by the following two proposals below:
2.7.2: Accessory structures, not including accessory dwelling units (see Section
2.7.3) shall be subject to the following requirements.:
Also, the accessory dwelling unit section of the Code, which is currently Section 2.7.3, will be
made a new Sub-Section 2.7.3D, so that all of the regulations pertaining to accessory
structures in 2.7.2 will now apply to accessory dwelling units. Section 2.7.3 will now be
labeled “Reserved” so all subsequent section numbers may be preserved.
Since what used to be its own Section dealing with accessory dwelling units (Section 2.7.3)
will now be a Sub-Section (Sub-Section 2.7.2D), the following sentence in new Sub-Section
2.7.2D needs to be reworded:
2.7.2D:… Accessory dwelling structures shall be subject to administrative site plan
review as well as the standards of this Sub-Section B.
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Also, the following cross-references need to be updated:
2.6.1G(3): … A container home may be utilized as an accessory dwelling unit with
the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit, provided all use standards of Sub-Section
2.7.3 2.7.2D are met.
2.9.2A: …Accessory dwelling unit (see Sub-Section 2.7.3A 2.7.2D)*
11. 2.9.5C: Container storage
This section of the Code provides specific uses permitted under the use category
“warehouse and distribution,” which is permitted in the industrial zoning districts. While
“trailer storage” and “drop off lots” are listed, the more common term used today is “container
storage” since containers have largely replaced trailers. This proposal would add
“container storage” to the table in Sub-Section 2.9.5C.
12. 2.9.6A: Reference to neighborhood gardens
This section of the Code, which references the list of accessory uses permissible with
neighborhood gardens needs to correctly read Paragraph 2.6.5E(5) and not 2.6.5D(5).
13. 3.1.4A: Reference to Section 3.1.4B
This section of the Code, which requires every structure to be built on a lot of record,
references two sections: one dealing with multiple principal buildings on a lot and one
dealing with site plan review for single-family homes. The latter reference is unneeded since
that section does not relate to number of buildings on a lot:
Except as set forth in Sub-Section B above or Sub-Section 3.1.3B below, every
building…
14. 3.2.6D(1): Measurement of floor height
This section is missing the word “floor:”
3.2.6D Floor Height
1. Ground floor height is measured from the top of the finished floor to the top of the
finished floor above.
2. Upper floor height is measured from the top of the finished floor to the top of the
finished floor above. When there is no floor above, upper floor height is measured
from the top of the finished floor to the top of the wall plate.
15. 3.7.2B: Side yards for side yard homes in the RU-4 district
According to Section 3.4 of the UDC, side yard homes are those that are built along one of
their side yard property lines, resulting in a 0-foot side yard setback for that property line.
This 0-foot setback is reflected in Sub-Section 3.6.1A for the R-10, R-8, R-6 and R-3
districts; in Sub-Section 3.7.2B for the RU-1, RU-2 and RU-3 districts and in Sub-Section
4.8.6C for these districts, as well as the RU-4 district. However, it is not reflected in Sub-
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Section 3.7.2B for the RU-4 district, which is an apparent oversight. This proposal will
replace the “3.5” in the RU-4 district table in Sub-Section 3.7.2B, to “0” feet. All of these
sections are interpreted to mean that only one side property line would allow a 0-foot
setback; the other side would require the 3.5-foot setback.
16. 3.10.3H, 8.2.5C, 8.3.6D and 8.4.8D, 8.4.8E, 8.4.8F, 8.4.8G, 8.4.8H, 8.4.8I and 8.4.8J: Side
yard setbacks
These sections of the Code allow a 0-foot side and rear yard setback in the commercial and
multi-family zoning districts when abutting other commercial and multi-family zoning districts
provided a 5-foot separation is maintained between buildings. This conflicts with language
elsewhere in each of these same sections, proposed to be changed, that require a 10-foot
building separation. In addition, these sections contain confusing language that appears to
allow a 0-foot setback or a 10-foot setback, but no amount in between. Each of these
sections is proposed to be changed to clearly reflect a minimum 0-foot setback and a 5foot building separation to remove these conflicts.
17. 4.3.4H (new section), 4.5.5D (new section) 4.6.2G (new section) and 12.3.1: Streetscape
and landscaping standards on President’s Island
On October 18, 2018, the Memphis and Shelby County Port Commission delivered a letter to
the Office of Planning and Development requesting specialized landscaping treatment for
President’s Island (attached hereto as Exhibit A). Given not only the heavy industrial nature
and vintage of most of the sites on President’s Island, but also the fact that its sandy soil
cannot sustain many landscaping species typically planted in Memphis and Shelby County,
the proposal below would make the landscaping regulations of the Code on President’s
Island optional.
4.3.4H (new section): President’s Island. Due to the heavy industrial nature and
soil conditions of President’s Island, the streetscape plates identified in this
Chapter are optional for properties on President’s Island.
4.5.5D(10) (new section): President’s Island. Due to the heavy industrial nature
and soil conditions of President’s Island, the landscaping and parking island
regulations of this Sub-Section are optional for properties on President’s
Island.
4.6.2G (new section): President’s Island. Due to the heavy industrial nature and
soil conditions of President’s Island, the landscaping regulations of this Code
optional for properties on President’s Island.
12.3.1: PRESIDENT’S ISLAND: The peninsula of land bounded on the north and
west by the Mississippi River and on the south and east by McKellar Lake. For
the purposes of this Code, any property accessed from Jack Carley Causeway
shall be considered to be located on President’s Island.
18. 4.4.4: Residential driveway width and setbacks
This Section of the Code concerns driveway widths, setbacks and separation on residential
lots. Sub-Section 4.4.4A, which deals specifically with driveway width, is worded somewhat
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confusingly and contains one set of regulations for lots of less than 15,000 square feet in
size, a second set for lots created before 1950, and presumably a third and fourth set for
those that meet both of these criteria and those that meet neither. The following language
would not only simplify this section, which is nearly impossible to enforce by the Office of
Construction Code Enforcement in its current language, but also amend the regulation
currently meant for lots created before 1950. Under the current ordinance, driveways on pre1950 lots must go past the front elevation of the house by at least 20 feet, presumably in an
effort to prohibit parking within the front yards of the City’s older neighborhoods (incidentally,
front yard parking is prohibited in all neighborhoods another section of the Code, Item
4.5.2C(1)(b)). This section conflicts with the Contextual Infill Standards of Sub-Section
3.9.1C, which also primarily deals with pre-1950 neighborhoods; those Standards allow
certain side- and front-loaded garages provided they are set back from the main façade of
the home or organized as a carriage court. The revised language would require driveways
to extend 20 feet beyond the front building line for detached garages in all neighborhoods
subject to the Code and remove the confusing categories of the existing language.
4.4.4A: Width of Driveway
Excluding those sections where turning movements require larger dimensions, the
width of a residential driveway within the required front yard of lots smaller than
15,000 square feet, must be no less than eight feet and no more than 22 feet,
provided that the driveway is no wider than 16 feet at the front property line. For
subdivisions built prior to 1950 driveways must be a maximum of 12 feet wide and
must extend 20 feet beyond the front of the house. Residential driveways may be
no wider than 16 feet at the right-of-way and must extend at least 20 feet
beyond the front façade of the house in instances where the driveway leads to
a detached garage or carport or where there is no garage or carport.
Sub-Section 4.4.4B deals specifically with the setback of a driveway, primarily from the site
property line. This section contains the following phrase: “from the point of tangency of the
radius curvature.” Needless to say, this Sub-Section is not being currently enforced by the
agencies that issue street cut permits (City Engineering in the City of Memphis and County
Engineering in unincorporated Shelby County) given both its complexity and the fact that
those agencies do not administer the zoning code, so the proposal below greatly simplifies
this section. Additionally, the requirement in this section that all driveways be set back 3½
feet from the side property line places nearly all existing driveways in the city in
noncompliance since a great preponderance of residential driveway aprons are built at the
side property line.
4.4.4B: Location of Driveway Access Points
At the street right-of-way, residential driveways must be spaced at least 20 feet from
any other driveway on the same lot, but not nearer than 3½ feet to any side lot line.
The 3½-foot separation shall not apply to driveways on lots of 50 feet in width or
less. The minimum corner clearance from the curb line or edge of pavement of
intersecting streets must be at least 20 feet from the point of tangency of the radius
curvature, or 20 feet from the intersection of right-of-way lines, whichever is greater.
The radius of the driveway must not encroach on the minimum corner clearance. No
lot may have more than one driveway per street frontage unless the frontage allows
for a circular driveway.
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19. 4.5.3B: Reference to parking in the University District Overlay
With the passage of ZTA 18-1 by the City Council and the County Board of Commissioners
in 2018, modest parking requirements were introduced for certain uses in the University
District Overlay. However, a reference in Sub-Section 4.5.3B in the parking ratio section still
references the non-existence of parking requirements. The following proposal corrects this
issue:
…No minimum off-street parking spaces are required in the CBD District, or the
SBCID District and the University District Overlay (see Section 8.2.5). Reduced
parking ratios apply in the Uptown District (see Chapter 7.3) and the Medical Overlay
District (see Section 8.2.4). See Sub-Section 8.3.10E for parking requirements in
the University District Overlay.
20. 4.5.4B(2)(d) and 4.6.5E(3): Miscellaneous parking housekeeping items
Item 4.5.4B(2)(d), which deals with the requirements for studies performed for shared
parking agreements, should be amended to read properly:
4.5.4B(2)(d)…The study must be provided in a form established by the Planning
Director and made available to the public. It shall address, at minimum, the size and
type of the proposed development, the composition of tenants, the anticipated rate of
parking turnover and the anticipated peak parking and traffic loads for all uses that
will be sharing parking spaces.
Paragraph 4.6.5E(3) deals with landscaping around the perimeter of parking lots. It mirrors
language in Item 4.5.5D(1)(b), which was amended in 2018 by the Memphis City Council
and Shelby County Board of Commissioners with their approval of ZTA 18-1. The proposal
below would match the amendment made to Item 4.5.5D(1)(b) in 2018, an amendment
based on the fact that parking lots serving commercial, office and multi-family uses should
not be required to be buffered from multi-family uses, and what is often the case, multi-family
parking lots.
4.6.5E(3) The perimeter of all parking and vehicular use areas adjacent to a singlefamily residential district must provide a Class III buffer (see also Sub-Section
4.5.5D).
21. 4.6.6K(4): Stormwater detention areas
A comma is required:
… However, a minimum seven-foot contiguous width of the buffer shall be preserved
as a planting area without stormwater facilities.
22. 4.6.7: Front yard wrought iron fences
The Code mandates that any fence of over four feet in height located in a front yard be
wrought iron. However, it does not explicitly state whether the wrought iron fence may have
brick columns. Photographs of such fences are provided below.
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The language below clarifies this by explicitly stating that brick columns are permitted:
Wrought iron fencing. Wrought iron or other decorative metal fencing may be up to eight
feet in height in the front yard. A combination brick and wrought iron fence of up to
eight feet in height is permitted, provided the brick portion of the fence is along
the bottom of the fence and does not exceed four feet in height. Brick columns of
no greater than two feet in width and eight feet in height are also permitted,
provided the columns are spaced at intervals of at least ten feet. Chain link and
metal panel fencing shall not be considered decorative metal fencing for the purpose of
this Paragraph.
23. 4.6.9C: Tree D
The sub-title to this table, which lists permissible trees to be planted in buffers, should read:
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(Variety of Evergreen Trees is Encouraged)s
24. 4.8.4B(2)(b)(3): Vehicle storage at auto repair shops
This section of the Code limits the number of vehicles at a repair shop awaiting repair to two
and only for a period of 14 days. However, repair shops will often have a vehicle towed to
the establishment without being in prior communication with the owner and in both these and
other situations, pre-payment or a deposit will be required before any work is performed. In
addition, it has proven difficult to either enforce or sustain in Environmental Court the time
limitation of this section, so the 14-day language is proposed to be removed since most
violations of this section of the Code do not involve the length of time a car remains on the
site but the number of cars. Finally, the proposal below would allow additional cars for larger
sites:
Vehicles awaiting repair may be stored up to 14 days within the required screened
storage area, provided that no more than two such vehicles shall be stored at any
one time. For vehicle repair establishments on sites of over 5000 square feet,
one additional vehicle may be stored per 1000 square feet of site size.
25. 4.9.2C(3) (new section): Historic markers and neighborhood association signs
The Tennessee and Shelby County Historic Commissions often place historic markers in
State, City and County right-of-way (the area between the curb and sidewalk) to notify the
public of the historic important of a place, building or person. In addition, neighborhood
associations and other neighborhood and business groups often work with the City and
MLGW to erect banners on utility poles. The language below would state these are exempt
from the permit requirements of the Code:
4.9.2C: Signs listed in this sub-section shall be exempt from the permit requirements
of this Chapter…
3. Historic markers and neighborhood identification signs bearing no
commercial message erected within the public right-of-way with the
approval of the pertinent public entities;
26. 4.9.6E(2): Changeable copy signs
This section of the Code deals with changeable copy signs, which includes both manually
and digitally changing signs. These signs are permitted for certain permitted uses in
residential zoning districts, such as places of worship and schools, provided minimum
setbacks from homes are provided. The first sentence of this section should be re-phrased
since not all zoning district sections of the sign code (particularly Sub-Section 4.9.7B, which
deals with the residential zoning districts, the location of most places of worship and
schools) address this type of use:
4.9.6E(2): Automatic changeable copy signs shall be permitted only in those districts
in which “changeable copy sign, automatic” is listed as a permitted sign type or for
permissible non-residential uses in the residential districts and shall be subject
to the following additional restrictions:
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Also, Sub-Item 4.9.6E(2)(g)(iii) explicitly allows video technology signs for places of worship
and schools, but a similar section dealing with electronic message board signs, which
typically are not as bright, does not. The following language would explicitly allow places of
worship and schools to have electronic message board signs:
4.9.6E(2)(h)(ii) (new section): Civic uses in residential districts may be permitted
the use of signs with an electric or electronic message board, provided that
the required separations from adjacent residential uses listed in the following
Sub-Items are maintained.
In addition, Item 4.9.6E(2)(f) limits electronic and electronic message board signs to 200
square feet, but not the more intense video message board signs. The proposed language
below corrects this presumed inadvertent omission; it also clarifies that the 200-square foot
limitation does not apply to billboards which are covered in another section (Sec. 4.9.8):
4.9.6E(2)(f): The area of a sign consisting of video, electric or electronic message
board elements shall not constitute more than 200 square feet of a sign. This
section does not apply to permanent off-premise signs.
A reference to this 200-square foot limitation should also be noted as a footnote to the table
in Item 4.9.6E(2)(d), which includes the brightness regulations for electronic and video signs.
It has brightness measurements for signs as large as 385 square feet. It is suggested that
this table remain un-amended in case any size variance is granted in the future for an
electronic sign of more than 200 square feet:4.9.6E(2)(d) table:
Sign Face Size
Distance
Less than 200 sq ft
100 feet
150 feet
200-300 sq ft*
200 feet
300-385 sq ft*
250 feet
More then 385 sq ft*
* Note the size restrictions of Item 4.9.6E(2)(f) below.
27. 4.9.7A(2): Misspelling
The top of the table in this section need to be corrected to read “Office Zoning District.”
28. 4.9.8A(4) (new section): Billboards and accessory uses serving neighboring parcels
The Code already considers billboards to be principal uses. This new section would not only
explicitly prohibit a billboard from sharing its lot with another principal use, but also prohibit it
from sharing its lot with an accessory use, such as parking, that serves an adjacent principal
use. See Exhibits B, C and D at the end of this staff report. Exhibit B is an interpretation of
the existing Code by the author of this staff report with regard to this situation. Exhibit C
demonstrates the manifestation of this interpretation for the site in which it was written (the
installation of an accessory use, parking for an adjacent Volvo dealership, onto the site of a
pre-existing billboard); Exhibit D shows the effect of this interpretation at a different site (the
installation of a new billboard onto a site with pre-existing parking serving an adjacent hotel).
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Does not share its lot with any other principal use or any accessory use
serving a principal use on an adjacent lot.
29. 7.2.3 South Downtown Residential (R-SD)
Of the introductions of the many various zoning districts of the SCBID Special Purpose
District, the title of the South Downtown Residential zoning district is the only one without the
word “district” following it. This corrects that issue:
South Downtown Residential (R-SD) District
30. 7.3.2: Planned Developments in Uptown
The following sentence is found in a section within the chapter of the Code dealing with
Uptown entitled “Zoning Districts Outside of Uptown.” This section primarily deals with
rezoning properties currently outside of Uptown to Uptown zoning districts, but its last
sentence should be deleted since Section 7.3.11 now prohibits planned developments within
the area. As far as the language concerning variances, the Code (and the State enabling
legislation) already inherently discourages those by requiring a finding of hardship or
practical difficulty.
…Although it is not encouraged, a planned development or a variance could also be
used to permit such a development.
31. 7.3.4 Uptown Districts
This section of the Code introduces the seven zoning districts and provisions that are
included in the Uptown Special Purpose District; however, it states that there are eight
districts/provisions:
The text below provides a general description of the seven eight special zoning
districts and/or provisions established for the Uptown Memphis study area.
32. 8.1F (new section): Lot sizes and dimensions in the Overlay Districts
In some situations, the overlay districts allow certain residential uses in zoning districts that
would otherwise not be permitted. For instance, townhouses are allowed in the RU-1 zoning
district in the Midtown Overlay, but the RU-1 building regulation chart in Section 3.7.2 does
not include townhouses. The provision below would allow the RU-2 building regulation chart,
which does include townhouses, to be used in such an instance.
The Building Envelope Standards of Article 3 shall govern lot size, dimensions,
and other related bulk requirements in the overlay districts that do not conflict
with the regulations of this Article. Where the permitted use tables of this
Article allow residential land uses not otherwise permitted by Article 3, the lot
size, dimensions and other related bulk requirements of the closest applicable
zoning district as listed in the building regulation tables of Article 3 shall apply.
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33. 8.2.2A and 8.2.8A: reference to permitted uses in the Medical Overlay District
This section of the Code, which requires the permitted uses listed for the Medical Overlay
District to apply to all new uses in the overlay district, references the incorrect section. It
should reference Section 8.2.4. Also, the site development standards for the Medical
Overlay District currently only apply to “nonresidential” zoning districts; this should read “nonsingle family residential” zoning districts since the intent of this section was that site
development standards, such as placement of dumpsters, fences, parking, etc. would apply
to apartment buildings as well as, for instance, shopping centers.
34. 8.3.10A: Applicability of the University District Overlay
This section of the Code indicates that the site development standards of the University
District Overlay, which include landscaping and parking requirements, do not apply to multifamily developments. The intent of this section was likely to exempt single-family projects
from the Overlay and not all residential projects. The proposal below corrects this:
8.3.10A: The following supplemental site development standards apply to in all nonsingle family development subject to nonresidential districts within the University
District Overlay (-UDO).
35. 8.5.2D: Nonresidential uses along Residential Corridors
Residential Corridors are a special type of overlay district originally placed along certain
arterials several decades ago with the adoption of the Memphis Scenic Drive Ordinance of
1974; these roadways include sections of Walnut Grove, East Parkway, Elvis Presley and
Quince, among others. The purpose of Residential Corridors was to prevent strip
commercial zoning and to protect the existing residential nature of the “scenic drives.”
Section 8.5.1 states the legislative purpose of a Residential Corridor to is “prohibit
nonresidential development;” “development” is defined in Section 12.3.1 to include
construction of buildings. However, Sub-Section 8.5.2A only prohibits nonresidential
rezonings and changes of use from residential uses to nonresidential uses. It does not
explicitly state that existing commercial and other nonresidential uses along the Residential
Corridors may not be expanded, enlarged, etc., which appears to be the clear intent of
Section 8.5.1. The apparent conflict between these two sections has affected at least one
site, the former BP gas station at the northeast corner of Jackson and Evergreen. Its site is
within the Jackson Ave. Residential Corridor, but also within a commercial zoning district that
would otherwise permit its reconstruction and expansion. A request to do exactly that was
made to the Office of Planning and Development several years ago but rejected due to the
language in Section 8.5.1 that prohibits nonresidential development. The language below
removes any matter of interpretation by squaring Sub-Section 8.5.2D with Section 8.5.1:
8.5.2D: All nonresidential uses along a Residential Corridor, with the exception
of certain civic and institutional uses permitted through the special use
process, are nonconforming uses. Nonconforming uses along a designated
Residential Corridor shall be subject to the provisions of Article 10, Nonconformities.
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36. 8.6.3G(1): Certificates of appropriateness
This section of the Code deals with certificates of appropriateness issued in the historic
overlay districts. It incorrectly uses the term “insure” rather than “ensure:”
To monitor work in a Historic Overlay District, the Landmarks Commission staff will
conduct routine surveys to ensure insure that work in progress is undertaken and
completed in compliance with the Certificate of Appropriateness and to see that the
work is not undertaken without permits.
37. 8.9.4B(1): Hydrologic study
This section of the Code deals with development within the Fletcher Creek Overlay. It should
read “A” hydrologic study:
…A An hydrologic study prepared by a registered professional engineer…
38. 8.10.5E: Transitional office overlay
This section of the Code, which deals with transitional office overlay districts has a
grammatical error:
… Where the calculation of a range of setbacks is not practicable, the structure shall
be adhere to the front setbacks for the underlying residential district.
39. 9.6.8A: Forwarding of Special Use Permits and Planned Developments to the governing
bodies
This section requires that recommendations of the Land Use Control Board on Special Use
Permits and Planned Developments be forwarded to the Memphis City Council or the Shelby
County Board of Commissioners within 14 days of action by the Board, or until a revised site
plan is submitted. There have been a few cases, such as a Planned Development for a gas
station at the corner of Hernando and Norris in South Memphis (OPD Case No. PD 18-32),
where the applicant has taken an extended period of time to produce a revised site plan
leaving the neighborhood in a prolonged state of anticipation of when that case would be
heard by the City Council. The language below addresses this issue by setting a maximum
amount of time for an applicant to submit a revised site plan:
The LUCB’s recommendation and conditions of approval shall be forwarded to the
appropriate governing bodyies within 14 days from the close of the public hearing, or
the receipt of a revised site plan reflecting the LUCB’s action, whichever is later;
however, in no instance shall the matter be forwarded to the appropriate
governing body any more than 60 days after the LUCB’s action. If a revised site
plan has not been submitted to the Office of Planning and Development within
60 days of LUCB action, the site plan reviewed by the LUCB shall be forwarded
to the appropriate governing body...
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40. 9.6.13A: Resubmittal of plans
This section of the Code deals with the refiling of Special Use Permit or Planned
Development applications with the Office of Planning and Development after a “same or
similar” application has been rejected by the City Council or Board of County
Commissioners. This proposal clarifies as to what a “same or similar” application looks like.
If the governing body bodies votes to deny an application, there may be no
subsequent similar application for the same or similar use submitted by any party for
any part of the subject property until 18 months have elapsed from the date of denial,
or from the date any appeal thereof becomes final, whichever is later. The governing
bodies may waive the time-lapse requirements of this section where it is in the public
interest to do so. For the purpose of this Sub-Section, “similar application” shall
be interpreted to include, but is not limited to, the following:
1. For those applications requesting a use not permitted in the underlying
zoning district or permitted by issuance of a special use permit, a same
or similar use, pursuant to the use categories provided in this Code.
2. For those applications requesting bulk and/or lot size variations to this
Code, a street layout that is substantially similar, or where the
requested number of lots is substantially similar.
41. 10.12: City- and County-owned properties
For many decades under the zoning code(s) that preceded the Unified Development Code,
properties owned and/or developed by the City or County were exempt from zoning
requirements. That changed with the adoption of the UDC in 2010. Chapter 10.12 of the
Code was meant to shield those many properties from the need to obtain a use variance
before they could be improved by explicitly stating such buildings were neither
nonconforming buildings nor nonconforming structures. However, this section was not meant
to be interpreted that improvements not otherwise permitted by the zoning code would be
allowed. The following provision would require any improvement to a pre-existing City- or
County-owned building to meet the bulk requirements of the Code.
Under no circumstance shall any property or structure owned or leased by the city of
Memphis or Shelby County that was constructed prior to January 1, 2011, be
considered a nonconforming use or structure. Modifications, alterations and
expansions to said infrastructure may be performed, provided the bulk
requirements of this code are met.
42. 12.3.1 and 9.3.3B: Definitions not covered above.
With the adoption of ZTA 18-001 by the City Council and Board of County Commissioners in
the spring of 2018, written interpretations of the Code became the responsibility of the
Planning Director. The definition of “Written Interpretations” should be updated to reflect this
change (see below). In addition, the chart in Sub-Section 9.3.3B needs to be changed to
reflect this.
WRITTEN INTERPRETATIONS: The Planning Director Building Official may issue
written interpretations of this development code (see Chapter 9.20).
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Also, many of the commercial-mixed use zoning districts (the “CMU-X” districts) permit
apartments above retail or office by right as a use defined as “upper story residential.”
However, this definition needs clarification to ensure actual retail or office space is located
on the ground floor of such a building:
UPPER STORY RESIDENTIAL: Any residential unit located on any floor above a
ground floor nonresidential use, all or a portion of which shall be commercial or
office space open to the general public.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B, page 1
Note: This letter was written at the request by representatives of Volvo prior to the development of
their dealership on Trinity due to an existing billboard on the property.
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EXHIBIT B, page 2
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EXHIBIT C
Note the lot designed for the billboard and the presence of parking for Volvo on its lot.

EXHIBIT D
Note: The survey for the Marriott at Poplar and Interstate 240 showed the existence of two lots for
the property, which has not yet been made part of the parcel layer on the Register’s map below.
The billboard was constructed near the southwest corner of the property.
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